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                                Summary

   To calculate  the absorbed  energy  by  the flacture of  ship's  structure  in case  of collision,

it.is necessary  to estimate  accurately  the  added  mass  of  striken  ships.

   Minorsky  has proposed  in his famous  paperi) to use  O.4 for the  added  mass  coeficient

of  striken  ships.  In this paper, the authors  tried to obtain  an  exact  expression  of the hydro-
dynamic force which  will  act  on  ships  durig a  collision  by  theoretical  calculations  and

series  of  model  experiments  on  the first atomie-powered  ship  of  Japan were  conducted.

   As a result,  the authors  have shown  that the ratio  of  external  force to the acceleration

of the striken  ship  varies  with  the  time  elapsed  during  the  collision:  i.e., the added  mass

of  the  ship  is not  censtant  during  the  collision.  From  this result,  the authors  introduced

an  equivalent  added  mass  which,  dividing the external  force by it, wirl  give an  acceleration

equal  to the exact  value  of  acceleration  at  the end  of  the collision.

   It was  also  shown  that  this  equivalent  added  mass  changes  its value  with  the 
"duration

 
"

of  the  collision. If the duration is infinitely srnall, the equivalent  added  mass  is equal  to

the added  mass  for infinite high frequency. This agrees  with  Minorsky's  assumption.  How-
ever,  if the duration is finite, the equivalent  aclded  mass  becomes larger as the duration
.Increases.

   Since the duration is only  related  to the initial speed  of  the  striking  ship  and  the  amount

of  penetration, and  lower the initial speed  or  deeper  the  penetration the longer the duration,
the equivalent  added  mass  coeMcient  wi!1  be much  greater than  O.4 in the  case  when  a  soft

structured  ship  is striken  by a  low speed  ship  resulting  in a considerable  amount  of  penet-
ration.

1. Introduction

 It is necessary  to take into account  of

hydrodynamic effect  of  the surrounding

water  in dealing with  the absorbed  energy

by collision of two  ships.  Minorskyr), in his
famous paper, has equated  the  absorbed

energy  and  the  loss of  the kinetic energy  of

ships  involved in the collision.  He  has also

assumed  that the hydrodynamic effect  was

represented  by an  increased inertia force due
to added  mass  effect  and  estimated  the added

mass  coeMcient  of  the colTided  ship  to be
O.4 which  was  used  by Kochi), Dieudonn63)
 ***University

 of Tokyo.
Hitachi Shipbuilding &Engineering  Co,, Ltd.

and  Johnson+) as  the added  mass  coeficient

for lateral vibration.  In this apper,  the

authors  treated the problem  by hydrodynamic

point of view.  Since the hydrodynamic force
in a  transient  condition  such  as  a  collision  is

function of  time  as  well  as  acceleration,  it
is not  possible to  express  the  hydrodynamic

force as  a  simple  product  of  an  added  rnass

(a constant)  and  the  acceleration.  The  authors

proposed to int.roduce an  equivalent  added

mass  i.e., supposing  an  exact  solution  of  the

acceleration  
"a"

 of  the  collided  ship  acted

by a  prescribed force F, then  rk" given  by
the  following equation  is defined to be the

equivalent  added  mass  for the acceleration.
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            F=:(m+nt")a

where  m  is the  rnass  of  the ship  itself.

  In the  same  sense,  an  equivalent  added

mass  for the speed  which  gives an  exact  final

speed,  and  an  equivalent  added  rnass  for the

absorbed  energy  can  be defined.

2. Theoretical calculation  of  the equiyalent

   added  mass  in a collision

  As  the apparent  mass  and  damping  of  a

ship  under  periodic motion  are  functions of

the circular  frequency tu, let us  denote these

values  as  m(tu) and  c(tu). Then  the equation

of motion  of  a  ship  for transverse motion  x(t)

under  effect  of  externa!  force f(t) is written

down  as  follows

         m(w)th(t)+c(tu)fu(t)==f(t)  (1)

The  Fourier transform  of x(t), f(t), denoted

by X(w), Rw) will  be given in the following

equatlon.

         X<(v) =  ! 
'-O

 
..x(t)e'j"tdt

         F(w)=!:.f(t)e-'intdt (2)

The  item we  are  aiming  to obtain  is te(t)(!

a(t)), Iet us  obtain  A(w)  which  is the  Fourier

transform  of  a<t).

Since A(m)=(ju)2X(w), we  get

        A(.) i! H<.)  ･ F<.)

                  ]w (3)        mte)-
              jom(to)+c(tu)
 a(t) can  be obtained  by the inverse Fourier

 transform  of A(to)

          a(t)=  S).r!li..A(a,)ej"`d(v (4)

 In general, a(t) can  be obtained  either  from

 the  real  part R(w) or  imaginary part I(w) of

 A(tu).

 a(t)=t!:..R(to)costotdto=-t! ℃.I(tu)sine,tdto

             A(tu)=R(w)+j'I(tu) (5)

 a) In case  of a step  input
   Let us  first consider  an  external  force which

 is a step  function U(t) concerning  the  time

of  Shipsin  Collisions

         f(,)= u(,)= I?l 
t,>-.g

The  Fourier transform  flm) of
sed  as  follows using  Dirac's ti

         F<w)==n6(to)+-l-
                    Jw

Then  R(bl) and  I(w) of  eq.  (5) are

follows

               nm(w)to26(w)+c(te)
         R(.)=
                fn2Cw)to'+c2(tu)

              xc(to)tob(w)-m(tu)o
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        (6)

U(t) is expres-
function.

(7)

glven  as

         I(a))-
               m2(tu)tu2+c2(w)

Substituting the first equation  of  (8)
we  get,

    a(t)=-ii-!:..  :;;(n,,(,)a.'),tu+2tii,fi:) c.,,.td.

       +;I:  
"z2(.)C.(ric2(.)

 cos  tutdtu

where  at  the 2nd  term, the range

is converted  (O, oo)  considering  the

to be an  even  function.

c(to) is of  order  of to5 when  to is

small,  the lst term  can  be

follows

     LL 
co

 xM(to)to26(tu)  coswtdw=

      n  -.m2(tu)to2+c2(tu)

(8)

into (5)

(9)

        of  integral

         integrand
According to TasaiS),

        suMciently

      evaluated  as

       ! mlo)

                                   (10)
where  mCO)  is the  apparent  mass  at  zero

frequency. Thus  we  obtain

   a(t) =  
mi(o7

 +  
-ll,'!:

 
.2(.i(Y'l

 c2(Js-cos  totdev

Asa  reference,  let us  examine  the initial

value  a(O)  of  a(t). The  initial value  a(O')  of

a(t) will  be obtained  from A(ca) as  follows

provided a(t)  does not  include any  impulse

function

         a<O')==limifteA(w)]  (12)
               --oe

On  the other  hand

     ILrn.. [j""(W'] 
=

 l,LM.. if,f 
,(to.'g't,iil,

 
=

 "?goo )
                          lw

                                    (13)
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 Therefore a(O')=lfm(oo)  where  ni(oo)  is the

 apparent  mass  at tu==infinity.

 Equating t==O at  eq. (11), we  get

    ,n(i..) 
-
 
mlo-)

 =ll,co  
m2(.)C.(Yi},2(.)

 dw

                                   (14)

 Now,  let us  calculate  numerically  the 2nd

 term  of eq.  (11) for the Japanese first atomic

 ship  at model  size (L.,=2.0m, scale=1/58).

 Added  mass  mo(to)  and  darnping c(to) are

 calculated  by strip method  making  use  of

 Tasai's value  of  added  mass  and  damping
for each  section. Results are  as  shown  in
Fig. 1.' The  integrand of  eq.  (11) is also

shown  in Fig. 1 where  we  know  that the
integrand is positive function. In vertue  of

the positive function, we  may  use  an  approxi-

mation  at  inverse transformation of  the
integrand  (See Appendix). Result is as  follow

   3I,Oem2(w)glM, lc,(to) cos  otdu

     =  ;lts [ ,,sR-O.,i  (cosa,2t-¢ os{vit)

         R,
             (co$ (est-COs  wst)     +
        WB-CV3

        R3-Rt
              (cos ct,3t-cos  a,Tt)  (16)     +
        (V7-(V3

       R2-R3
              (COS to3t-COS  (V6t)     +
        toe-ct)3

  1.4 7e
tAi

 --
       50
S 12 :6.o         ALa

 
'Eiu

  si        L

t
i-o

 
g
's･o

 ll i/i
'

   1

  a6L 3o

   I ?o

  o4L  2o

  
e2t

 
le

 
to

  oL  Oo g lo ls 2o 2s 3oO
                                   caCsed)

 Fig. 1 Added mass  mo(w)  and  damping  coeMcient  de))
      of  the  first atomic  Ship of  Japan at rnodel  scale

     SUGIURA, Matsuji SUGITA

       R,-R,
             (COS tu3t-COS  toSt)     +
       (V5-Ct)3

     +  f,iicR,3' (cos cv3t-cos  aJgt) ]
Thus,  the  equivalent  added  mass  rkv" as

defined in the Introduction will  be obtained

as  follows

     m"+rkv"  ==  iit)) ==z'lht)  (t>'o) (i7)

where  m"  is the  mass  of the ship  itself.
  It should  be noted  that the initial value  of

ntv" is equal  to mo(oo).  In a  same  way,  we

can  define an  equivalent  added  mass  nt,'
which  will  be given in the following formula

             !if(r)dr t

    
M'+fnv'=

 v(t) 
=v(t)

 (18)

where  v(t) is the terminal  velocity.

  Since

     V(t) ==  .iO)  +iS,OO .2(.)C.(?t  
,2(.)

               sin  wt

              
･
 dw  (19)

                 to

inv' is obtained  as  follows

    M*+rkv'=

                     1

mlo)
 "l}ioco

C(a))

ln2(to)ca2+c2(to)

 sin  tut
･ dw
   ctit

      (20)

If we  put t-O  in eq.  (20) and  refering

eq.  (14), we  know  that the initial value

of  ntv' is equal  to mo(co).  Another
equivalent  added  mass  which  gives exact
value  of  absorbed  energy  can  be defined
as  follows

            [tf(.)v(T)dT                         {`v(T)dT
    in*+iMv=  

JOI
 =Ji  

-

               iv2(t) iv2(t)
                               (21)

The  initial value  of  ni, is also  mo(oo).

b) In case  ofa  ramp  input

   Next, let us  consider  a  ramp  input

 . as  shown  in eq.  (23)
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The

Since

     I(.)=

We  get a(t)  as

      a(t) ==t!--

         
-t!:.

Refering that;

the 2nd  term  will

      
-i!co

      =
 

co

Equivalent Added

 ,,,,=,.,,,..[?j l;=g
Fourier transform  of  f(t) is

         dti(.) 1
 I<w)=i'x d. 

--EJ7,

  R(w) and  I(to) of  eq.  (5) are

       -m(to)-c(to)an6'(tu)
 R(.)-
         m2(te)te2+c!(to)

       -c(tu)+m(to)wSxh'(w)

Mass  of

(23)

(24)

            "12(w)ldS+c2(to).to

             follows

             
to

 c(cti)
                            sin  ldtde)
               m2(.).S+c2(to).

                m(w)to!rr6'(tu)
                           sinmtdd,  (26)
               m!(to)to2+ct(.)

             [o6'(ew)=-O(to)  (27)

                be deformed .a.s follows

             m(to)to!zfi'(w)
                        sintot(lv
          -.m2(to)w2+c2(bl)

            m(tu)w6(w)

       !-. m2(.).2+c2(to)  
Sin  to tdtu= mt(o)

Since the integrand of  the lst term  of  eq.

(26) is even  functien, we  get

     a(t)=  
.[o)

 +3I:m2(.i(?ic2(to)

               . 
sM

 
`t)t

 d. (29)
                   to

  We  know  that a(t)  in eq.  (29) is exactly

same  as  v(t) of  eq.  (19). This is the matter

of  course  because  a  ramp  input tlZl(t) is an

integal form of a step  input U(t)6). If we

know  the  response  s(t) to a  step  input,  res-

ponse g(t) to an  arbitrary  input f(t) is given
as follows.

    g(t)=IH(O)1･f(-oo)+!:..f'(T)T(t-T)dr
                                   (30)
Where  IH(O)1 is a  value  of  the Fourier
spectrum  of  a  Iinear system  function at

frequency ca=O

For the  ramp  input,

         f(-oe)-O

         f,(.)=[?l ;:8 (3i)

(25)
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Since s(t-T)=O  for t<T,  range  of integral

becomes -oo  to t. Finally we  get,

     g(t)=!t..f'(T)S(t-T)dr==Ils(t-T)dT

        =Ils(T)dT  (32)

If we  put s(t)==a(t)  in eq.  (11), g(t) should  be

the terminal  acceleration  for a ramp  input.

Therefore, rk," will  be given by the follow-

ing formu!a.

    M*+ntv"  =

                    1

     mlo)+-i}!,com2<.)C.(gelc2(.)  ･ 
si:ttotd.

                                   (33)
Since the right  hand  side  of  eq. (33) is
exactly  equal  to that of  eq.  (20), we  know
that ntv' for a  step  input is the  same  as  niv"

foraramp  input. rkv' and  niv for a  ramp

input can  be obtained  in the same  manner.

 

 
 J

 

Fig. 2 Geornetrical approximation  of  the function

      c(to)/m2(w)w2+c2(w)

  The  equivalent  added  masses  ntv", ntv',

rkv thus obtained  are  functions of  time.

Since the initial values  for these  three  kinds

of  added  masses  are  all equal  to moCoa),  if

the duration of  a  collision  is very  short,  then

rkv", ntv', and  rkv are  practically equal  to

mo(oo).  To  exarnine  the dependancy of  the

equivalent  added  masses  to the duration, the

equivalent  added  mass  coeficients  ntv"/m',

.niv'lm', and  ntlm* are  calculated  of  the lst

atomic  ship  as  shown  in Fig. 3,4, and  5.

Abscissa of these figures is the duration and
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                     Equivalent Added Mass

scale  for model  time tm, full scale  time  ts,

and  a  non-dimensionalized  time  t' are  shown

as  the  reference.

  From  these figures, we  can  notice  that  all

kinds of  the equivalent  added  masses  increase

as  the duration increases. In case  of  the

step  input, the  aforementioned  trend is most

rernarkable.  For'any kind of  input, the fol-

lowing relation  is-valid.

            Tily"' > nty> ntv'

It should  be a･Iso noted  that  the equivalent

added  mass  changes  its value  in accordance
with  type  of  the  external  force.

3. Experiments

  To  examine  the theoretical value  of the

Fig. 6 Frictional guide
      accelerationfor

 measurernent  of  lateral
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equivalent  added  mass,  the authors  conducted

experiments  as  described in the following
sectlon.

  A  2.0m  model  of  the lst atomic  ship  is
connected  to a  frictionless guide so  that it is

only  allowed  to sway  (see Fig. 6). A  horizontal
type  accelerometer  was  set  on  the model.  A
nylon  string,  connected  to the mode!  at  its

center  of  gravity, is lead horizontally and

connected  to a  weight  through  pulley so

that  the model  is pulled horizontally by the
weight.  Another  string  is stretched  in
opposite  side  and  is fixed to restrain  the

model  to sway.  The  principal dimensionsof
the  model  are  shown  in Table 1. When  the

fixed nylon  string  is cut, the model  would

   Table  1 Principal dimensions of  the  model

          usecl  at  the  experirnent

LppBDdriCbCpCw.CoG,pooB 2,OOO.Omm

 327.6mm

 227.6mm

 119.0mm

  53.0kg

 O.664

 O.672

 O.826

 O.988
 O.804
  39.6mmaft

 14

t"12gg-10:-oge"o'H:.88E

  4

?P

XQI,
 aco

"

    ,4.

Z/
･/

   o
    O 02 O.4

Fig. 7 Acceleration a(t)  andequivalent

O.6 OS
          t(sec)

added  mass  mv"lm'(==rc)
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be acted  by a stepwise  externar  force and

be accelerated  to sway.  The  acceleration  is
recorded  by an  oscillograph.  An  example  of

record  with  1kg. weight'  is shown  in Fig, 7.

  The  acceleration  thus induced by  the  step-

wise  force by the weight  is recorded  on  an

oscillograph.  Measured  acceleration  in case
of 1kg'weight is as  shown  in Fig. 7on  time
basis. The  equivalent  added  mass  coeMcient

x (=ntv"lm') obtained  by measured  accelera-

tion is also  shown  in Fig. 7 for different
duration. Calculated values  of the  accelera-

tion and  the equivalent  added  mass  coethcent

;gg.g-

g･s-

gg

7

G

`

Masanorl SUGIURA, Matsuji SUGITA

 are  also  shown  in Fig. 7 by  solid  lines.

 There  are  slite difference between measured

 and  calculated  values  at initial stage,  but

  it can  be said  that they  showed  reasonable

  agreement.  Speed of the  ship  v(t), as  well

  as  the translation s(t) of  the ship  are  also

  obtained  by  integrating acceleration  and  the

  equivalent  added  mass  coethcient  based on

  the  speed  (i"v7m') and  based on  the  absorbed

  energy  (i"vkn*) are  also  obtained  as  shown

  in Figs. 8 and  9. Agreement  with  calculated

  values  were  also  good.

  O 02

Fig. 8 Velocity

A

ut
 

.

.

b-

      o4

v(t) and  equivalentD.6 added  rnassO.5

  -tcec)

niv'lm*(

 

Fig. 9 Translation s(t) andequivarent
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  x

 E
  e
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  s
  E

  z
  g
  v

  f
  -
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  g
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4. Estimation  of  the duration of  collisions

 Since the equivalent  added  mass  increases
as  the  duration of a collision.

a) In case  of  step  input

 Let us  assume  the  external  force isa step-

wise  one  of  magnitude  fo. Denoting the
duration T,  the  equivalent  added  masses  iizx,

rkv and  expressing  the striken  ship  by sub-

suMx  A  and  the  striking  ship  by sub-sufix

B, we  can  write  the equation  of  motions  of

transverse motion  of  the A  ship  and

longitudinal motion  of  the B  ship  as  follows:

                 du.

                  dt 
=-fo         (MH +  Mnx)

                  dv.
         (MA +  rkAV) dt 

=

 fO

On the other  hand, denoting the
of  the  B  ship  into the A  ship  as

     S= Sl(uB-v.)dt =  Uh,.

      '  
fbT2

 (mBl rk Bx  
+ 

i

where  UBo is the initial speed

Then, if we  denote the
both $hips  as  U  (speed at

written  as  follows

       fOT                        fOT
              UEo- U,
    MD+  fiIB=                      MA+MAY

(34)

penetratlon
S we  get

 mA+"Jz.,)  (35)

     of  the B  ship.

terminal velocity  of

   i=T), U  can  be

:=  U

                                  (36)
Therefore substituting  (36) into (35), we  get

   UE]oT
S=2'

   2ST=
 U,, (37)

    1

Fig. 10 Lateral Corlision

.
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(37) shows  that "the

 duration is a function
of  only  the penetration and  the initial speed

of the striking  ship.  It is proportional  to
the penetration, and  inversely proportional
to the initial speed".  If a comparatively

slow  ship  deeply penetrates a soft structured

ship, the duration should  be appreciable.

b) In case  of a ramp  wise  force.

  Replacing fo in (34) by f(t)=t, we  get

     S== jl'(UB-v.)dt =  U.,T

      -  
'iiS-

 ( mBt  infi. 
+  

MAt
 rkAV )

                  3S        2
      

=-5-
 UhOT, '=  2u., (381'

Comparing  (38) and  (37), we  know  that for
the same  S and  Uko, the duration of  case

b) is 3f4 times  the  duration of  case  a).

  For instance, assuming  the penetration to
be4m,  the initial speed  to be 18kts, the
duration of stepwise  input is O.865sec. while

the duration of  ramp  input is O.649sec. The
equivalent  added  rnass  coefucient  basecl on

the absorbed  energy  for both cases  are  O.57
and  O.47 respectively  which  are  fairly greater
then  mo(oo)lm"(=O.382).  Values of equivalent

added  mass  corresponding  to various  com-

binations of  the penetration and  the initial
speed  are  shown  in Table 2 for stepwise  and

ramp  wlse  mput.

5. Conclusion

  (1) Minorsky has used  O.4 for the added

mass  coedicient  of  a  striken  ship  in calculat-

ing the  absorbed  energy  by  a  collision.  In

this paper,  the authors  showed  that there is
no  time-independent  constant  value  of  added

mass  coeficient.  However, it is possible to
introduce an  equivalent  added  mass  coethcient

which  is a  constant  and  will  give exact  value

of  terminal  value  of  acceleration  when  it is
used  as  the  added  mass  coerncient  in the

equation  of  motion.  In the same  senes,  an

equivalent  added  mass  coeMcient  based on

terminal  velocity  of  the striken  ship  and  an

equivalent  added  mass  coeMcient  based on

the absorbed  energy  will  be defined.
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Table

   Seizo MoToRA,  Masataka

2 Duration of  collision  T  and

  ship  (at actual  ship)

FuJINo,  Masanori

equivalent  added

SuGIURA, Matsuji  SUGITA

mass  coerncient  X of  the first atornic

'x.
 Penetration

 Initial Input
  speed

6

10

.14

18

22

26

T (sec)
  xT(sec)

  xr

 (sec)
  xT

 (sec)
 xr

 (sec)
  xT

 (sec)
  x

2m

Step1,30O,562O.777O.460O.557O.504

O.432e.415O.354O,409O.299O.403

RampO,975O,424O.583O.392O.418O.388

O.324O.385O.266O.384

O.225O,384

4m 6m

Step2.59O.8301.56O.6231.11O.522O.865O.475O.708O.449O.598O.435Ramp  Stepl1.94O.5531.17O.448

O,833O.410

O.649O.396

O.531O.390O.446O.389

3.o.899352.o.347871.67O.650Lo.305621o.06.511

oo.898,480

Ramp2.92O,6831.76O.5261.25O.459O.975O.424O.795O.405O.674O.399

8m

Step5.18O.9343.12O,9052.23O.7631.73O.6631.38O.5831.2eO.543Ramp3,89O.700

2,34O.610

1.67O.514

1.30O.4651.04O.431O.9ooO.416

10m

Step6.48O.9303.89O.935

2.79O.864

2.16O,751

1.77O.6701.50O.608

Rarnp4.86O.8282.92O.6832,09O.5751.62O.507

1.33Oa4681.13O.440

 (2) The  equivalent  added  masses  thus

defined are  functions of  the duration of  a

collision, and  the  Ionger the  duration the

greater the equivalent  added  mass  coethcient.

When  the  duration is zero,  all kinds of  the

equiva!ent  added  mass  coethcients  coincide

to m,(oo)  which  was  used  by Minorsky.

 (3) The  acceleration,  speed,  and  the

equivalent  added  mass  coethcients  which  are

calculated  by superposition  of  linear equation

of motion  based on  the frequency agreed

quite well  with experimental  results.  This

fact shows  that linear superposition  of equa-

tion of  motion  which  has  frequency dependent

coeficients  is valid  for this kind of  problerns.

Appendix

  Some  approximate  methods  of  calculating

the  eq.  (16) were  already  described in a few

published reference  books6),') but for con-

venience  we  shall  dare  to describe the methods

in this appendix.  Let us  consider  the inverse

Fourier transform  of  Ri(w) of  which  the form

is trapezoid as  shown  in Fig. A-1.

      
r

 ,r,(t)- ; !,e"R,(.) cos  ,,td,,  (A-1)

The  function Ri"(tu) which  is obtained  by
differentiating Ri(bl) with  respect  to frequency

to, has  four impulse functions as  shown  in

Fig. A-2.

    Ri"(to)= 
R
 {6(to-a)-j(ev-w2)}

           w2-(el

         -  
R
 {6(ev-ws)-fi(o-or} (A-2)

           Ml-teS

By  the way,  if we  denote the inverse Fourier
transform  of  Ri(w) as  ri(t), -t2ri(t) stands  for
the inverse Fourier transferm  of  R2"(tu).
Namely,

      
-t2rt(t)=;!:Ri"(w)

 cos  of dw (A-3)

Substituting the eq.  (A-2) into this equation
and  using  the next  relationship,

      !,oob(w-loi) cos  wtdw=cos  .,t (A-4)

we  rnay  obtain  the inverse Fourier transform

ri(t) as  follows.
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Rvuo

R

o

tu4wh

 Fig. A-1

co3 LLij

wtFig.

 A-3

di2

o

al

           x2te
 [ an {lan (cos ant-cosw2t)    ri (t) =  

-

         '  a)4R-  m3  (cos ct)stHcos  wgt)  ]
                               (A-5)

Similarly in case  of R2(tu), of which  the form

is triangle as  shown  in Fig. A-3, we  can

obtain  the inverse transforrn r2(t).

    r2(t)-;[,coR2(a,)cosotdto  (A-6)
           .

The  function R2"(ua) has two  irnpulse functions

    R!"(o,)=-  
R
 {ti(e,-a,i)-e"(a)-tt,E)}

             a)2-tu1

                               (A-7)

Rflaij

o
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er@

o

Fig. A--2

Fig. A-4

          2 R

    r2(t)=
 rrt2 

'
 .2-.1  (cos{vlt-costu2t)

                                (A-8)

Since the function c(to)!(m2(w)tu2+c2(w))  is com-

posed of  two  trapezoids and  five triangles,
we  can  obtain  the desired inverse transform

(16) by adding  the above  stated  inverse
transforms.
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